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Winner of the Nebula Award for Best Novel: The powerful and compelling sequel to the dystopian

classic Parable of the Sower Lauren Olamina was only eighteen when her family was killed, and

anarchy encroached on her Southern California home. She fled the war zone for the hope of quiet

and safety in the north. There she founded Acorn, a peaceful community based on a religion of her

creation, called Earthseed, whose central tenet is that God is change. Five years later, Lauren has

married a doctor and given birth to a daughter. Acorn is beginning to thrive. But outside the tranquil

groupâ€™s walls, America is changing for the worse. Â  Presidential candidate Andrew Steele Jarret

wins national fame by preaching a return to the values of the American golden age. To his

marauding followers, who are identified by their crosses and black robes, this is a call to arms to

end religious tolerance and racial equalityâ€”a brutal doctrine they enforce by machine gun. And as

this band of violent extremists sets its deadly sights on Earthseed, Acorn is plunged into a harrowing

fight for its very survival. Â  Taking its place alongside Margaret Atwoodâ€™s The Handmaidâ€™s

Tale, Butlerâ€™s eerily prophetic novel offers a terrifying vision of our potential future, but also one

of hope. Â  This ebook features an illustrated biography of Octavia E. Butler including rare images

from the authorâ€™s estate. Â 
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The book is set in the post-SHTF world, action taking place in the Pacific Northwest/Northern

California. It describes United States in a such a way that Germany leading up to the Second World

War comes to mind. Violence, poverty, unemployment, inflation and a general sense of despair

pervades the world of this book. Simple existence and the sense of humanity is not taken for

granted, as characters in this book are forced to fight for their place under the sun.Protagonist of

this novel is a remarkable woman striving to establish her own identity, and community in a world

that seems very scary to us, yet hauntingly plausible. She is a visionary, able to influence those

around her through her writings and through preaching of her own religious/moral views.During

times of despair, tough, fanatical leaders often emerge and people tend to follow them blindly, while

creating even more havoc in the process. (Hitler and Stalin come to mind) This book is no

exception. A militant Christian preacher is elected to be the President of the United States, with

disastrous results to follow: more war, persecution and poverty.Many times I have read posts and

emails with their main line of reasoning going something to the extent of: "When SHTF, I will head

for the hills and tough it out with my buddies and weapons..."After reading this book, I realized that it

is not going to be an easy task by any means. Even if you manage to establish a community of

like-minded individuals. Even if you are well armed and self-sufficient, you are still not going to be

safe from heavily armed fanatics bent on enforcing the "Will of God".This is a painful book to read.

Main character and those around her go through some hellish events in the course of this book.

One of those rare sequels that is better than the original (which itself was amazingly good), Butler

continues the story of Lauren Olamina and her attempts to establish Acorn, a self-sufficient

community in a nightmarishly dystopian world. Many of the elements of the previous novel are

here--Lauren's genetic ability to feel the actual pain of others' experiences, the collapse of the U. S.

government and its economy--but there is much new. Alaska has seceded from the nation, the U.S.

is a war with Canada, and religious fundamentalists threaten what remains of the American way of

life.The sequel is told from three points of view. While much of the conflict is between Lauren and

the brother she frees from slavery, Lauren's daughter provides a retrospective and balanced look at

the eventual and inevitable hostility between the two siblings. The first half of the book portrays

Acorn and its attempts to bloom in a hostile world. When the community comes under attack from

the newly elected fundamentalist government that promises to restore law and order, the novel



recalls--in a good way--Margaret Atwood's "The Handmaid's Tale," especially in the portrayal of the

hypocrisy of those in power and their attitude toward women. Part social commentary, part

adventure story, the second half of the novel concerns Lauren's often desperate search for her

daughter and her persistent desire to reestablish Earthseed, the religious system she has created

which believes that humankind's ultimate destiny is to establish itself on other planets.As usual,

Butler is best when depicting intra- and interpersonal conflicts and when detailing the unusual

specifics of her imagined world.
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